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Early Versions 183-193

Name: __________________________                       Date:____________________________

1. What was burned in the streets of England  in the 4th century (Moorman, 183)?

2. What translation did the Celts have before the invasion of the Germanic tribes (Moorman, 183)?
 
3. In what century was Christianity planted in Britain (Moorman, 183)?
 
4. In what language did Pelagius and other so called churchmen  write(Moorman, 183)?

5. Who sang about the creation of the world in the seventh century (Moorman, 184)?

6. In what year did the “semi-Saxon” language begin to develop (Moorman, 185)?

7. What was the crowning achievement during the Middle English period (Moorman, 185)?
 
8. Who was Wycliffe’s Czech disciple (Moorman, 186)?

9. When did Wycliffe begin to reject the doctrine of the pagan institution of Rome (Moorman, 186)?
 
10. In what year was the English Bible completed (Moorman, 187)?

11. What did the wicked pagan institution of Rome attempt to keep from “the laity” (Moorman, 188)?
 
12. What young boy named Gensfeish accidently discover twenty years after the death of Wycliffe (Moorman, 189)?

 
13. What two harmonious inventions were perfected in the late 15th century (Moorman, 189)?

14. Describe the first book that Gutenberg printed (Moorman, 189).

 
15. How many years did it take Gutenberg to perfect his newly developed art of printing (Moorman, 190)?

16. Why did the King believe that Gutenberg was in “league with the Devil” (Moorman, 191)?

17. Who introduced the art of printing to England (Moorman, 191)?

 
18. Prior to days of printing how many months would it take an expert copyist to produces one Bible (Moorman, 191)?
 
19. How many people were burned alive in Paris in 1534 for having unsanctioned books (Moorman, 192)?

20. How important is it to have a Bible translated into your own mother tongue?
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The Received Text Printed 193-210

Name: __________________________                       Date:____________________________

1. What two men, though not official Reformers, greatly impacted the movement (Moorman, 193)?

2. In what city was the cradle of the Reformation (Moorman, 193)?

3. How much older was Reuchlin than Erasmus (Moorman, 193)?

4. How was Erasmus received in the early sixteenth century (Moorman, 194)?

5. When did Erasmus complete his first edition of the Greek New Testament (Moorman,194)?

6. How many editions of Praise of Folly did Erasmus see printed in his lifetime (Moorman, 195)?

7. What has been considered Erasmus’ crowning work (Moorman, 197)?

8. How did Hort reference the Textus Receptus (Moorman, 198)?

9. When did Luther post his Ninty-five Theses (Moorman, 198)?

10. Upon whose Greek Text is the King James Bible based (Moorman, 199)?

11. How many times does B differ with Aleph in Mark chapter eleven (Moorman, 199)?

12. How many manuscripts did Erasmaus have for his use when he arrived in Basle (Moorman, 200)?

13. Who cites evidence of fourteen instances of 1 John 5:7-8 (Moorman, 205)?

14. What did Cyprian quote (Moorman, 205)?

15. When was the first undisputed citation of the Johannine comma (Moorman, 206)?

16. Where was the Johannine comma preserved (Moorman, 206)?

17. What is the gender of spirit, water, and blood in 1 John 5:7 vs 1 John 5:8 (Moorman, 207)?

18. How did Sabellian view the trinity (Moorman, 209)?

19. What text is the primary pillar of modern versions (Moorman, 209)?

20. How has the work of Erasmus changed the way Bible believing Christian’s view the Scripture ?


